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but Mod. K. dyutkukJi (for fletlwM), saw thee; kiyem, com-
pared with H. Mya, bat Mod. K. Jcarem, I made (f. pi.
object).
The ordinary word for the numeral c one ' is akh or oku> but
Lalla also has yJ/£w, which may be compared with the
Hindi 9&.
Other miscellaneous instances of unusual vocabulary are
w/u7iu (Mod. vi7t), appearance , yundu, an organ (intlriya);
kondU) some one, any one (in pi. ag. 'fcandev); kyolt or kydwu
(Mod. kyaJi), or, as well as; ko-z&na or ko-zanani^ by what
means ?; pnsJteniu (Mod. jm$/i<!nm), to make over; nd^ no
(Mod. na), not; and man or mo (Mod. ma), prohibitive
particle.
FlLonetics.— Vowels.—As in Modern Kashmiri, a following
£, ck) or sh becomes e, though as often as not written a. No
examples have been found of the written change after c9 but
for cli we have lache, for lacha} the oblique form singular of
lack, a hundred thousand, and there are numerous examples
of the change after sk} of which shwikar, for shankar, Sankara,
will suffice. It is, of course, a commonplace of Kashmiri that
i and e are interchangeable, and that the ordinary speaker is
unable to distinguish between the two sounds. It thus
follows that after cJi^ a, e, and i are all written interchangeably
for the same sound—£ Thus, bochi-suty, (dying) of hunger,
is indifferently written with bocha^ loche, or bochi. In verse
83, we have bacfta^ although the sound of bocfd is certainly
intended.
Similarly in the modern language interchange of e and I is
equally universal, Lalla goes further, in that she has both
geh and gih, a house; and deli and clili, the body. We may
judge from this that she pronounced geh as ge/i, and deh
as dehm
In the modern language ai (which is interchangeable
with o) generally becomes u when followed by w-matra, and
becomes u when followed by i-matra or ^-matra. Thus, the
base yait-, or yot-, as much (as), has its nominative singular
masculine yutu9 its nominative plural masculine yut\ and its
nominative singular feminine yuti*. Similarly, there is a

